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MISSION
To build the best mobile applications for events that help event 
organizers create more engaging and meaningful event experiences 
for attendees.

STRATEGY
CrowdCompass achieves its mission using a continuously evolving 
technology platform that simplifies the creation of event mobile apps 
for event organizers. 
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1   LOGO
The CrowdCompass logo is the immediate representation of the company to the world. 

It is the company’s “walking advertisement” and must be used consistently to embody the brands 
competencies and emphasize the value of brand recognition. 
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Full-color logo versions
CrowdCompass has three different logo versions which can be used based on the layout

PRIMARY LOGO

SECONDARY LOGOS

Standard version 
The standard version is the primary logo and  
should be considered first.

Stacked version 
Use the stacked version when horizontal space is limited.

Long version 
Use the long version when vertical space is limited.

Logo
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One-color logo versions
CrowdCompass’ one-color logo versions can be used for one-color printing processes–this is mostly on different materials such as clothes, 
plastic, metal, etc.–or the white logo versions over dark or colored backgrounds and background images across all marketing materials.

Primary Logo

Secondary Logos

STANDARD VERSION  
The standard version is the primary logo and  
should be considered first.

STACKED VERSION  
Use the stacked version when horizontal space is limited.

LONG VERSION  
Use the long version when vertical space is limited.

Logo
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Logo usage
Here are some rules to follow when putting the logo to use.

Clear space 

The letter C from the CrowdCompass 
logo should be used to establish the 
space needed around the logo in  
relation to other graphic elements. 

Minimum size 

The logo should remain legible even at 
small sizes. For print, the smallest width 
is 1.0 inch for the standard version* of 
the logo. For web use, keep the logo at 
no smaller than 125px.

* Size will vary for other versions. Use the size of the 
logo mark as a reference.

PRINT WEB

1.0 in 125px

Logo
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Logo mark
Here are some rules to follow when putting the logo to use.

Promotional usage 

The logo mark can only be used for 
promotional materials such as stickers, 
t-shirts, etc., where CrowdCompass logo 
might be present in smaller size or when it’s 
clear that the product is CrowdCompass.

Don’t abuse the logo 

The logo mark should not be treated like 
art or design element. Use other design 
elements to communicate style and voice. 
Leave the logo till the end and treat it 
like the icing on the cake. Separate  — 
disgusting, together — delicious.

Logo
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Just don’t!
To maintain the integrity of the brand, some things just shouldn’t be done to the logo. Here are a few examples.

Incorrect logo usage 

1. The only acceptable time to remove the “by 
Cvent” tag is when the document is Cvent 
branded, and it is clear from context that 
CrowdTorch is a part of Cvent.

2. Avoid placing the full-color logo over a con-
flicting color or busy background. Go with 
the white logo instead.

3. Please don’t squash, stretch, or change the 
orientation of the logo in any way. 

4. Don’t make any alterations, additions, or 
substitutions to the logo. This includes add-
ing ugly effects or usage or old colors.

5. Avoid making changes to the colors of the 
logo.

6. Do not separate logo from its mark.

7. Don’t add or treat the logo like font.

8. Do not mark or cut apart the logo.

1.

2.

5.

6.

7.

8.

3.

4.

.com

Logo
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2   COLORS
The colors that represent CrowdCompass are the first thing people see. It is as much of a representation of 
the brand as the company, product, and service itself. The brand colors express what the brand stands for 

and define the experience customers expect to have while doing business with CrowdCompass.
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Main colors
The CrowdCompass main colors are used for headlines, icons, call-to-action items, and graphical elements. 
The defined colors are only allowed to be used in 100% tint.

BLUE  Used for primary and secondary headlines, icons,  
   flags, call-to-action items, or other graphical elements.

CMYK 70   15   0   0
RGB 3   191   215
Hex# 27aae1
PMS 306C, 311U

BLACK  Used for secondary headlines, copy text, icons,  
   lines and other small graphical elements.

CMYK 0   0   0   100
RGB 0   0   0
Hex# 000000
PMS Neutral Black C, Neutral Black U

DARK  Used for footer background, icons,  
GREY  lines and other small graphical elements.

CMYK 80   65   55   44
RGB 48 61   70
Hex# 303d46
PMS 432C, 5463U

Colors
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ORANGE  Primary highlight color.  
   Best contrast with blue.

CMYK 0   40   100   0
RGB 250   166   26
Hex# faa61a
PMS 1235C, 123U

GREEN  Secondary highlight color.  
   Use deliberately.

CMYK 50   0   99   0
RGB 141   198   64
Hex# 8dc640
PMS 368C, 375U

Highlight colors

LIGHT GREY Use deliberatly to create sections  
   within a document if necessary.

CMYK 5   0   0   5
RGB 226   236   241
Hex# e2ecf1
PMS 656C, 656U

Background color

Highlight & background colors
The CrowdCompass highlight colors are used for icons, call-to-action items, and graphical elements that serve to highlight 
parts of the document. The defined colors are only allowed to be used in 100% tint.

Colors
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3   Typography
Same as the logo and the brand colors, the consistent use of typography is essential to a unique 

representation of the CrowdCompass brand. A steady use of the define brand typography contributes to a 
high-quality overall impression of the brand. 
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Soho Gothic
Soho Gothic is the display typeface for the CrowdCompass brand. Only the following typeface weights should be used.

Typography

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
SOHO GOTHIC LIGHT  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
SOHO GOTHIC REGULAR  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
SOHO GOTHIC MEDIUM  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
SOHO GOTHIC BOLD  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
SOHO GOTHIC LIGHT ITALIC  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
SOHO GOTHIC ITALIC  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
SOHO GOTHIC MEDIUM ITALIC  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
SOHO GOTHIC BOLD ITALIC  
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Soho Gothic usage
The following guidelines give a brief overview on how to use the different typeface weights.

Typography

1. Use of the selected and demonstrated weights shown  
 on the previous page will ensure consistency across all 
 print and digital applications.

2. Soho Gothic Regular and Soho Gothic Regular Italic can  
 be used for headlines and medium to large-size accent  
 copy (quotes, graphic type, etc).

3. Soho Gothic Medium can be used for subheads and  
 small to medium-size accent copy (graphic type).

4. Soho Gothic Bold can be used for short, selected accent  
 copy and call outs.

1. While there are more weights available in the Soho  
 Gothic family, only these weights should be used.

2. Do not over-condense or expand the letter forms.  
 Also avoid tracking out too much space between text  
 characters and lines — usually no more than 25 points.

3. CrowdCompass has an overall simplicity to its brand.  
 Please avoid making any type feel too heavy.

4. Soho Gothic should not be used for body copy, it’s  
 ilegible at that size and hard to read, especially in  
 digital formats.

Best practices Improper uses
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Proxima Nova
Proxima Nova is the body typeface for the CrowdCompass brand. Only the following typeface weights should be used.

Typography

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
PROXIMA NOVA LIGHT  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
PROXIMA NOVA REGULAR  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
PROXIMA NOVA BOLD  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
PROXIMA NOVA EXTRABOLD – ALL CAPS ONLY 

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
PROXIMA NOVA LIGHT ITALIC  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
PROXIMA NOVA ITALIC  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz1234567890
PROXIMA NOVA BOLD ITALIC  

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ1234567890
PROXIMA NOVA BLACK  – ALL CAPS ONLY  
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Proxima Nova usage
The following guidelines give a brief overview on how to use the different typeface weights.

Typography

1. Proxima Nova Regular can be used for subheads,  
 all body and accent copy.

2. Proxima Nova Regular Italic can be used for body  
 copy descriptors.

3. Proxima Nova Bold can be used for short, selected  
 accent copy and call outs.

4. Proxima Nova Bold Italic can be used for body copy  
 descriptors, but not in all caps.

5. Proxima Nova ExtraBold and Heavy can only be used in  
 All Caps for special call outs and headline treatments.

6. The smallest possible font size for Proxima Nova should  
 never go below 7pt. In body copy on a regular page  
 size, the comfortable font size should be at 9pt.

7.  Use light when the text is larger than 32pt. Use semibold  
 when the text is smaller than 8pt.

8. Increase weight by one step when setting text in a light color  
 (eg, blue text over white background).

9. In print, to compensate for ink spread, increase weight by one  
 step when reversing text over a color or photo (eg, white text  
 over blue background)

10. Leading should alsways be typeface size plus 3pt.

1. While there are more weights available in the Proxima Nova  
 family, only these weights should be used.

2. Do not over-condense or expand the letter forms. Also avoid  
 tracking out too much space between text characters  
 and lines.

3. Cvent has an overall simplicity to its brand. Please avoid  
 making any type feel too heavy.

Best practices Improper uses
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4   GRAPHIC ELEMENTS
CrowdCompass’ graphic element are the visual language through which the brand communicates  

its story and messaging, A consistent usage of graphic elements is key to a unified outside representation  
of the brand. The CrowdCompass brand has a light and playful look and feel, while maintaining  

a classy, professional and clean appearance. 

Don’t be afraid of white space and use all graphical elements deliberately.
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Icons
CrowdCompass relies on a set of stylized icons to communicate a variety of concepts related to the brand.  
The icons have a set style that is created through limitations and captures more complex subjects.

The icons are available in 5 versions: colored, monochrome, monochrome filled, inverted and inverted filled.  
The monochrome versions may be changed to the defined colors blue, orange, and green, or may be used in black. 
Choose one version per document.

Graphic elements

Example: Smarter Attendee Experience

Available versions: a) colored, b) monochrome, c) monochrome filled, d) inverted, and e) inverted filled.

Possible variations: monochrome: a) orange, b) green, c) dark grey, monochrome filled: d) orange, e) green, f) dark grey

a) b) c) d) e)

a) a)b) b)c) c)
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Icons

If you are designing a new icon, follow these principles:

1. Stick with simple geometric shapes.

2. Remove all extraneous details.

3. No more than two colors.

4. Match the stroke widths of other icons.

Icons should be an addition to the layout and callout to elements on the page. Please don’t use icons as main design element 
in layouts and keep them small in size.

Graphic elements
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Brand backgrounds & other elements
The CrowdCompass brand utilizes various elements to complete the overall image of the brand. Keep in mind that the  
CrowdCompass brand has a light and playful look and feel, while maintaining a classy, professional and clean appearance. 

Don’t be afraid of white space and use all graphical elements deliberately.

Graphic elements

Gradient background Light star background

Use as background for header or footer elements,  
in rectangular or triangular shape. 

Use as triangular element in combination  
with imagery, header, or footer.

Dark Grey 

Use as footer element in rectangular shape.
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Category flags
Mostly for use on the website the CrowdCompass brand utilizes flags to categorize resources, like videos, infographics,  
ebooks, and more. Those flags are color coded and can also be used in ads or other marketing materials promoting  
certain campaigns falling into one of the categories.

Graphic elements

Flags and color coding

Featured Item 
Yellow #FAA61A

Quiz 
Berry #AA6383

Video 
Blue #27AAE1

Demo 
Purple #8D70C4

Infographic 
Green #8DC640

FAQ 
Light Grey #BACAD3

eBook 
Smokey Blue #4C7EA6

Informational 
Pine Green #00A74C

Webinar 
Turquoise #2DB298

Blog 
Grey #6D8491

Study 
Icy Blue #66B6CC
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Devices
Devices are a fix part of the CrowdCompass appearance. All screenshots should be placed into a device to give them  
the necessary context. 

Graphic elements

Use the newest model of a device.

DO NOT tilt or rotate the device. 

Make sure the status bar of the device,  
displaying reception, time and loading 
sign is not covered by the screenshot.

It is allowed to cut off the bottom of  
the phone if necessary.

Place a 0.5pt line underneath the phone 
to avoid a “floating” look or let it bleed 

off the page. 

DO NOT cut off the top of the phone.
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5   IMAGERY
CrowdCompass’ imagery plays a crucial part in conveying its brand personality.  

Human photography is essential to create a more personal and engaging brand image.  
The imagery is dominated by portraits of modern professionals using devices  

representing CrowdCompass’ clients as well as their customers.
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Brand Imagery
The CrowdCompass brand imagery is dominated by human photography depicting professionals in various settings using  
devices. Don’t use stock photography with people engaging with the camera. Human photography is complemented by  
images showing business environments (e.g. desks). When using a combination of images alternate between full images and 
details, persons and environments, single person and groups to provide a variety.

Graphic elements
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6   EXAMPLES
Bringing it all together:  

The following examples show the overall look and feel of CrowdCompass brand.
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Marketing collateral – high level overview pieces
The CrowdCompass high level marketing collateral is characterized by a clean, airy design with lots of white space and  
clusters of photography mostly placed in header and footer elements. Those high level pieces intend to give an overview of 
the brand and/or certain features without diving too deep into technicalities. Those materials have a playful look and feel and 
use graphics as a supportive and design element rather than to educate.

Cover page Inside page

Graphic elements

Multi-page collateral piece One-page collateral piece
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Marketing collateral – educational pieces
The CrowdCompass educational pieces are focused on giving more detailed information on how specific features work.  
They’re not as detailed as technical documentations but dive deeper into technicalities than high level marketing collateral. 
Educational materials utilize screenshots to specifically show certain features on screen and therefore need to be very  
specific and accurate. Devices and screenshots are the center pieces of educational materials – header and footer elements 
featuring imagery should be avoided as to not be distractive.

Cover page Inside page Inside page

Graphic elements

Educational piece
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Advertising
While the CrowdCompass marketing collateral maintains a very light, white and airy look and feel, advertisements should stand out and often 
benefit from darker backgrounds. 

Include brand photography and screenshots where possible.                                                                                                                                                                   

Graphic elements

CrowdCompass – Full page ad

Delight your attendees. 
Choose the right mobile event app partner. 

www.crowdcompass.com

CrowdCompass – Banner ad – Example 1

Mobile Apps: Your events are about to get smarter

GET A DEMO

CrowdCompass – Banner ad – Example 2

Mobile Apps:  Your events are about to get smarter

GET A DEMO

CrowdCompass – Banner ad – Example 3

Mobile Apps: Your events are about to get smarter

GET A DEM O
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Presentations
Presentations are one of the main ways to get in touch with prospects and clients. They are crucial in communicating the brand’s 
identity and look-and-feel. The following template is to be used for all presentations to maintain a consistent, high quality display 
of information.

Graphic elements




